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In silicate glasses the boundary oj ctnomalous changes is representecl by 
trisilicate where the ci·oss linked structul'e changes in.to a .  clwin-l·inkecl one. 
An inversion occui·s in the chemical resistance to wa.ter and ,1.cicls, a. clejlection 
arises in the cour se oj electi·iwl concluctivity. M etasilicate is a bownclary' oj 
inverted glasses, which show an inverse chctnge in the thermal expansion 
coejjicient and tan o ctt the point oj this composition. In contrast to glasses 
Na,O-B2O3 , however, the coordination number rema,ins unchctnged. 

In alkali-alumina-silica glasses the geometrical properties are cluingecl 
in relation to RM cit the bounclary Na2O/Al,O3 = 1 : 1 when <•>Al is chcmgecl 
to <6> Al. The cctuse oj the minimwn oj d·ielectric losses cmcl that oj the 
aluminobornte anomaly in relation to thermal expctnsion are cliscussecl. 

With phosphate glasses, in the region oj the rnl'io Na2O : P2O5 = 1: 1, 
the change in theťlnal expansion is similar to that oj borates. A lkal·i phosphates 
in vitreous state clijjer jrom borcttes in the course oj the elasticity moclulus. 

THE ANOMALIES OF SILICATE GLASSES 

With binary and ternary silicate glasses there arise three regions of anomalie 
the boundaries of which are constituted by trisilicate and metasilicate. 

The first anomaly is encountered in binary and ternary glasses with an Si02 

content exceeding that in trisilicate, that is in „acid" glasses. In this case the course 
of the property is not linear in terms of increasing content of oxides of the mo
clifying elements. When changing continuously the Si02 content in the ternary 
system Na20-Ca0-Si02 at a constant Na20/CiO ratio, the pwperties (clensity, 
refractive index, thermal expansion) will change accorcling to formally hyperbolic 
curves. This is explainecl so that property A changes with the ratio of oxides (I) 
of the V-phenomenon branch towards the oxides of branch (II), that is for the given 
system that of the ratio (Na20 + CaO) : Si02 [l]. As the anomalies have been 
defined in the introduction as all deviations from idea! linear adclitivity, which 
holds strictly for mixtures only, the hyperbolic course of properties in silicate 
systems in question can also be inch.idecl in the anomalies. Balta [2] ascribes the 
anomaly to the formation of (O--M+) dipoles. In silicate glasses the first 
non-bridging -o is bound firmly to Si (IV). Its Coulombic interaction with Na (I) 
is therefore weaker. The partial charge of oxygen increases and the ionic bond 
becomes stronger proportionally with the raising number of non-bridging oxygens 
-O in the tetraheclron . .As the electric moment of the dipole depends on the size
of the partial charges and on their mutual distance, the intesity of possible Conlombic
interactions increases with the number of dipoles in the tetrahedron. The bond
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strength and thus also the related property therefore change with th.e ratio of the
modifying oxides to the network-formers, that is hyperbolically. 

Seddon, Tippett and Turner [3] established a deflection on the curves log e = /(c), 
(Fig. 1). The same i·esults have been obtained by Blank [4]. Stevels [5] noted that the
deflection lies at the boundary Y = 3, i.e. at the point where the composition 
with 3 bridging oxygens +O passes into that with 2 bridging oxygens. The activation 
energy of electrical conductivity decreases continuously with increasing Na2O to 
SiO2 ratio, showing three very fiat minima, which can be hardly related to any 

logf 
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3 

2 
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Fig. 1. The course ofresistivity in the system Na20-Si02 at Y = 3 [3], [4], [5]. 

definite compositions. In the case of viscosity, the values of constants A, B, T0 

and characteristics E� and 6.Sry , calculated from the values reported by Preston [6J 
and Eipeltauer [7], unfortunately provide an incomplete, incomparable and non-in
terpretable picture (]fig. 2). 

The Y = 3 boundary is distinct in the case of inversion of chemical resistance. 
The anomalies of chemical resistance to water in ternary systems have been 

described by Enns [8] and those to acids by Weberbauer [9]. 
Enns and Weberbauer (Fig. 3) used the glass 82 (SiO2 + MO [l\12O3)) • 18 Na2O 

(%) which has been introduced by Gehlhoff and Thomas for the determination of 
the changes in properties in terms of changing composition, and replaced SiO2 with 
MO oxides (M = Zn, Mg, Ca, Ba, Pb) or M2O3 (M = B, Al). Enns determined the 
total water extraction loss (grain size 0.5-1 mm, 100 °C, 7 hours) by weight 
of the evaporation residue, while Weberbauer used the classical extraction method 
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(grain size 0.3-0.49 mm, 10% HCI, 100 °C, 5 hours), in which HCI was used 
instead of H2O and the extraction loss was also expressed in terms of dry 
residue weight. 

Distinctly inverse changes in the course of chemical resistance have been 
established within the given range of concentration of MO and M203 oxides. Enns 
founcl a parabolic course for MgO, PbO. and B2O3, a hyperbolic one for CaO, 
ZnO, BaO and Al2O3 • Weberbauer has established a parabolic course of chemical 
resistance to acids in relation to stepped-up content of Mg, Ca, Ba, Pb, Zn, ,Al 
and B oxides. 

On introduction of the above oxides into Gehlhoff's glass Na2O . 4 SiO2 (as 
substitution for SiO2) the extra.ction loss decreases steeply down to the minimum, 
thereafter showing a steep inerea,se. Such a drastic change was unexpected. 

The anomaly has so far elucled explanation. 
For the purpose of theoretical treatment of the problem it is more convenient 

to express the composition of Enns' and Weberbauer's glass in mole % instead of % 
by weight. 

The initial binary glass (SiO2 80%. Na2O 20% by wt.) corresponds to tetrasilicate 
Na2O. 4 SiO2. 

lntroduction of MO or M2O3 first results in improved chemical resistance to acids 
(decreasing extraction loss) becanse the elements have a higher bond, strength F 
between M and O and show a higher electronegativity X.

The extraction loss will decrea,se until the ratio 

SiO2 

• VJ = MO+ M2O 
or (1) 

falls below 3, that is below the trisilicate boundary. 

As soon as the trisilicate boundary is exceed.ecl, the extraction loss curve is 
inflected, the loss being steeply increased. According to Mackenzie [10] trisilicate 
represents a limit of spatial network forming which is then changed into chain-linking. 

This explanation of the inversion in chemical resistance is supplemented by the 
values of Ktihne's index Vn which has been mentioned in the introduct.ion to Part I 
(cf. Silicates 1980, issue 4, p. 292, formula 11). 

Ktihne's forrrmla shows that entry of an element with z > 1 into binary glass 
Na2O .  4 SiO2 changes the network forming as well as the overall relative bond 
strength of glass. 

For bond strength F we may substitute into formula (11) the values of the 
Dietzel's electrostatic :field strength z/a2

, or the Magnus' number UM (for bond 
energy), or electronegativity X, or the unit dissociation energy ev , Values of these 
bonding potentials are listed in Tables I and .II in [13]. The first term of 
Ktihne's formula (1) is in a satisfactory agreement with the V-phenomenon [12], 
[13] as it relates the bond strengths of elements lying along the „covalent" branch
(II) to those of elements situated along the "ionic" branch (I) of the V-phenomenon.
However, the ratio of bond strengths between (NWF + NWD): MOD in Ktihne's
formula does not provide a complete information. It takes into account only
the bonding function of the cations, but does not consider the "state" of oxygens
which prevail by volume in the structure of oxide glasses. The relative bonding
strength of glass should therefore be supplemented with another term including
information on the degree of cross-linking, expressed as the ratio of non-bridging
oxygens -O to the total number of oxygens
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-o

-o+ +o
(2) 

m the given glass. 

Plotting of Kiihne's indexes Vn for glasses of the individual ternary systems 
Xa2O-MO-SiO2, where M = Al, Mg, Ca, Zn, Ba, Pb versus the respective values 
of the given property yields a curve the maximum of which determines the value 
of index Vn (inv) corresponding to the glass composition at the point of inversion. 
The Vn values for the compositions for the individual systems are listed in Tahle I. 

Table I 

The composition of Weberbauer's glasses (in mole %) and Kiihne's index Vn at the point 
of inversion of chemical resistance to acids 

M 

I 

AhOJ 

I 

SiO2 I Na2O 
I 

MO 

I 
Vn 

:\lg 0.220 76.341 17.162 6.276 0.773 
Zn 0.515 74.283 17.911 7.911 0.953 
Ca 0.283 74.157 16. 953 8.606 1.038 
Ba 0.281 74.204 18.939 6.576 1.1599 
Pb 0.263 73.743 19.934 6.060 1.162 

. 

--

L 
Al 9.458 73.846 17.145 - 0.7069 

When substituting for Fin Kiihne's equation the bond strongth z/a2
, the Ki.ihne's 

index Vn (inv) for the respective composition at the point of maximum chemical 
resistance brought about by introduction of the elements having z > 1, is in the 
range 0.7 to 1.2. The value of the index in the inversion point, Vn (inv) increases 
parabolically with increasing ion deformability Rt as shown by Tahle II. 

Table II 

Kilhne's index Vn (inv) and ionic 
refractivity R1 of elements 

M I Vn (inv) I R1 

Mg 0.773 6.05 
Zn 0.953 9.7 
Ca 1.038 10.25 
Ba 1.60 16.8 
Pb 1.62 27.4 

Al 0.71 �.8 

Th.e above considerations allo\\' to formulate the following conclusions: 
(1) In the case of glasses Na2O-MO-SiO2 the inversion of chemical resistance

arises a.t the cross-linking/chain-linking boundary. 
(2) Kiihne's index v11 changes according to the deforrnability of the ion of the
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entering element M which is determined quantitatively by the ionic refractivity 
values Ri established by Young and Finn. The higher the Ri of the entering 
element M, the higher the Kiihne's index ·vn (inv) corresponding to the glass 
compositiori at the point of inversion. 

In the systems Na2O-MO-SiO2, Kuhne [ll] found similar anomalous changes 
in electrical conductivity expressed by the tk 100 value. The changes are 
characteristic in that beyond the inversion the sequence of partial properties of 
oxides is changed only with elements M (II) namely from BaO ➔ MgO to 
MgO ➔ BaO. The change in the sequence of oxides in the V-phenomenon is therefore 
analogous to that found for invert glasses (see further below). Additive inolar 
factors are shifted beyond the cross-linking/chain-linking boundary from the ionic 
branch to the covalent one. The change from the ionic bond of oxygen to a covalent 
one is considered responsible for this shift, which also arises in the oase of borate 
glasses. 

Trap ánd Stevels [14], [15] discovered the existence of glasses in a composition 
range where the network-forming elements do not form a continuous network. 
Inversion of certain properties occurs in these systems; the term "invert glasses" • 
has been suggested for the respective types. 

Invert glasses have been found to be formed in systems based on SiO2 [14], 
B2O3 [16] as well as on P2Os [14]. 

As regards chemical composition, invert glasses are characterized by 
(a) a combination of oxide couples witlt oxygen numbers I and II, e.g.

SiO2-(Na2O, K2O)-CaO, BaO); 
(b) a low SiO2 content (below 50 mole%).
The existence of invert glasses has been explained by the simultaneous effect

of the following two phenomena [13]: 
(i) by the eci effect of combined ions of equal valency (e.g. Na1K1 or CaIIBaII),
(ii) by the induction effect of network-forming elements.
Entropy of the systern is raised by the eci effect [17). The increase in entropy is

relaťed to the disarrangement of mass particles [18] and as the disarrangernent is 
typical for the vitreous state, the increase in entropy resulting from the eci effect 
is responsible for increasing the glassiness. 

The term "glassiness" has been introduced by Dietzel [19] and is equal to the 
inverse value of crystallization rate; it describes the ability of the system to fonn 
glass resistant to devitrification. 

Glassiness is further stabilized by the induction effect of network-forming 
elements, i.e. by their presence even in very small amounts in such exceptional 
glass systems not comprising mostly network-forming elements, such as glasses 
containing 90% PbO + 10% SiO2 or the invert glasses mentioned above. 

These exceptional glasses always comprise a group of prevailing components 
which are either unable to form glass alone (e.g. PbO) or form glass with difficulty 
(glasses CaO . Al2O3). However, they are capable of forming more stable glasses in 
the presence of another minor component having a high bond strength F, 
and represented by an oxide oť a network former in such a small amount that 
no continuous spatial network can be formed. 

The presence of the minor element prevents rearrangement into a crystalline 
network by the induction effect. 

The "induction effect" is the term suggested for the phenomenon [13] ·that 
an element with a high bond strength is capable of "inducing" in another 
element in the M-O bond such an increase in the share of covalent bond with 
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oxygen that the element acquires capabilities for polymer formation. Let us assume 
that the bond between the preva.iling. component and oxygen involves such 
-orbit overlaps, .that the share of the covalent bond is strongly increased. This 
elfect will act against rapid shifts inside the solidifying melt and agairist the forma
tion of arranged and oriented structures. The induction effect is likewise encountered 
in non-oxide glasses. 

Inversions of properties occur in invert glasses if the mean number of non-bridging 
-0xygen Yin ,the polyhedron of the network-forming element falls below 2. If in the 
(SiO4) tetra.hedron, the (O=PO3) tetrahedron or in the (BO3) triangular pyramid there 
are at the most 2 bridging oxygens +O, spatial cross linking cannot take place. 
Polymeration can only be elfected by chain-linking. 

Inversions in the properties of invert glasses had beeh established in the case of 
.dielectric losses, viscosity and thermal expansion, but not in that of density and 
refractive index, that is with geometrical properties. However, a number of properties 
have not been investigated, so that no complete picture is available for invert glasses. 

Supplementary elements show likewise anomalous effects in invert glasses. 
Ph(II) and Zn(II) behave as intermediate ones owing to their high ionisation 
energy. Ti(IV) in invert glasses reduces unexpectedly the dielectric losses and 
,iscosity while raising permittivity. 

When a modifying element is introduced into an invert glass, it usually suppresses 
the inversion of properties as a result of strengthening and stabilization of the glass. 
lnversion is also suppressed by strongly deformable elements. 

Sbarp deflections again arise in the case of activation energy, which supports 
the idea that inversion in the case of invert glasses involves a change in the 
4 'state" of oxygens similarly to the system M2O-B2O3 . 

The thermal expansion coefficient a behaves in invert glasses in a similar way as it 
<loes in alkali borates. When the content of alkali metal oxides is raised beyond the li
mit of around Y = 2, the a coefficient shows an inverted decrease similarly to tan o. 
In contrast to this, viscosity increases below the Y = 2 boundary. As in the case 
-0f alkali borates, these changes are explained by the inversion change of ionic 
bonds of oxygens to covalent bonds. 

The volume characteristics in the system Na2O-SiO2 are quite monotonous, free 
from deflections and inversions. Vi\l and Rr.c decrease continuously with increasing 
.Xa2O conterit, while V1 and R0 increase uniformly. A small minimum arises in the 
case of V1 between 4 to 6 mole% Na2O. 

ANOMALIES IN ALKALI-ALUi\'IINA-SILICATE GLASSES 

The properties which have so far been found to undergo anomalous changes 
jn the system M2O-Al2O3-SiO2 include clensity ancl refractive index [20], [21], 
activation energy of electrical conductivity [22], tan o [23] and viscosity to a limitccl 
degree. As regarcl volume characteristics, an anomaly was ťound in the case of 
.RM. These properties show a distinct minimum at the ratio Al2O3 : Na2O = 1 : 1. 
The change in properties at this ratio is not related to the SiO2 content. 

In the ternary system Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 [24] the boundary ratio 1 : 1 corres
ponds to the boundary between the regions of albite, nepheline and carneigieite 
{with y = 4) and between the mullite and corrundum regions (with y = 6). 

The anomalous change in properties in the system of oxides M-Al-Si is in 
.agreement with the hypothesis suggested by Galant [25], namely that Al(III) 
in conventional glasses has the co-ordination number y = 4, but at the boundary 
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Al2O3/M2O > 1 also the co-ordination number y = 6. It may therefore be assumed 
that the anomalous changes of properties in these systems are related to the 
change in co�ordination number. The co-ordination change has been proved by the 
technique of X-ray fluorescence [26). 

Molar refractivity RM , which often allows to assess the changes in co-ordination, 
does not permit to formulate conclusions with respect to changes in y in the case 
of the system Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2• The RM values calculated from density and 
refractive index [21) agree with additively calculated refractivity RM for <4>AJIII 
both below and above the 1 : 1 ratio. 

If Al(III) acquires co-ordination y = 6, the mass particles c_ontribute to weight 
but not to volume. 

Beyond the 1 : 1 boundary the isofracts take a different direction [24), [26), 
(Fig. 4). 

Absorption in the region 13.5 to 15 µm increases simultaneously with the change 
of nn [27). 

According to the conceptions by Pauling [28), sodium as donor supplements up to 
the 1 : 1 ratio one oxygen atom to the Al(III) atom as acceptor to produce the 
(AlO4} tetrahedron. Ail the oxygens in (AlO4) are of the bridging type. The non-

50 
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% 

F·ig. 4. The course oj the isojract in the ternary syslem Na20-Ah03-S,i02c, 

bridging oxygens· in Na2O-SiO2 glasses are therefore gradually eliminated by the, 
introduction of Al(III). At the 1 : 1 ratio the glass contains a minimum of non
bridging oxygens and the network resembles ideally that of quartz glass. At a 1 : 1

ratio there is a Jack of Na(I) as donors, and Al(III) passes partially and graduálly 
to co-ordination 6 such as that in corundum [21 ]: 

At the 1 : 1 boundary the activation energy Ea of electrical conductivity is the 
lowest, increasing at both sides [21 ], [29). The change of viscosity arnund the 1 : 1

boundary is indistinct [30). In contrast to this, in the system K2O-Al2O3-SiO2. 
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the Yiscosity increases distinctly towards the 1 : 1 ratio, thereafter remaining: 
constant. 

The boundary M2O : Al2O3 = 1 : 1 also holds for the glasses in the • system 
K2O-Al2O3-SiO2 . 

A different anomaly is encountered in the system Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 in the 
case of dielectric losses and electrical conductivity. By entering glasses in the system 
Xa2O-SiO2 , <4lAIIII increases their electrical conductivity. Na(I) bound as a donor 
less strongly to- (AlO4) is more mobile in the electric field than when bound to 
a non-bridging oxygen. Evidence for this explanation is provided by the finding 
that the highest conductivity is exhibitecl by glass in the system of Na-Al-Si oxides. 
just at the 1 : 1 ratio when no non-bridging oxygens are �heoretically present, and 
al! the Na(I) ions act as donors. Dielectric losses increase simultaneously with incre
a ing electrical conductivity. However, the former show an unexpected minimum at 
2 mole % Al2O3 [31 ]. 

Aluminate glasses free from alkali metal oxides, i.e. those containing Al(III) 
rnostly wit,h y = 6 show a high resistivity, such as the known glasses CABAL which 
haYe a higher resistivity than vitreous SiO2 . 

The formation of (AIO4) tetrahedrons by the effect of Na(I) as oxygen donors is. 
likewise related to the anomaly of <4lA}III with respect to increasing chemical re
�i�tance ancl decreasing the tenclency to crystallization, namely at a content 
between 1 to 4% Al2O3. A similar effect is exhibited by Mg(II) and Zn(II). This 
anomaly is explainecl so that up to a content of 3 to 4% A!iO., there arise (AlO4)· 
tetraheclrons comprising a homogeneous component of the silicate network without 
ernking a change in the phases during crystallization, ancl change in the length of 
bonds ancl in the angles between the (SiO4) tetrahedrons. The geometrical quality 
of the network is changed át above 4% AliO3 and the tendency to crystallization 
i ncreases. The more alkali metal oxides the glass contains (above 17 Na2O) the 
higher amount of AliO3 the glass can contain. This anomaly will be dealt with in. 
Part III (cliscussion). 

In borosilicate glasses, Na(I) as a donor transmits oxygen preferentially to AlIII,.

in ot.her words, the (AlO4) tetraheclrons are formecl in the melt preferentially with 
r ;:pect to (BO4) tetrahedrons. This is the cause of the aluminoborate anomaly, 
which was first described by Appen [32]. The simultaneous presence of B2O3 and 
AhO3 brings about changes of cl, nn and e in certain composition regions. The 
(BO4) tetrahedrons are formed only from the oxygens of residua! sodium atoms. 
The increase of co-ordination number of Al(III) and B(III) results in an increase oť 
11n, e, li and in a decrease of VM . The properties do not change proportionally 
with the ratio '1/J = Na2O : B2O3 , but proportionally to the ratio 

Na2O + K2O - Al2O3 

'1/J = (3)

where the oxides are given in mole % . 

The effect of the aluminoborate anomaly on the change in additivity has been 
more recently treated in detail by Tykachinskij [33]. 

The aluminoborate anomaly is further relatecl to an interesting empirical rela
tionship found by Volf who studied a large number of commercial technical boro-
ilicate glasses. The Al2O3 content decreases proportionally with the decrease of ther

mal expansion coefficient ex according to the equation 
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In view of the _above considerations, interpretation of equation [4] is obvious. 
Particular types of glasses are characterized by particular thennal expansion, which 
-depends above al! on the content of alkali metal oxides and alkali earth oxides.
The content of AlzO3 is then advantageous in amounts improving chemical
resistance and suppressing the tendency to devitrification ancl separation, and in
,amounts capable of providing oxygens from Na(I) as donors for the formation of
(BO4) which are necessary for the creation of the three-dimensional network.

This is why for IX= 3.2xl0-6 K-1 (Simax) the Al2O3 content is 2.4%, and for
1X = 5 X 10-6 K-1 (Sial, G 20) the Al2O3 content is 4.2%,

THE ANOMALY OF PHOSPHATE GLASSES 

The (PO4) tetrahedron differs substantially from the (BO4) and (SiO4) ones. 
Phosphorus P(V) is usually surrounded by 4 oxygens (y = 4), among which, 
however, only three a.re of the bridging type, the fourth being ,attached to the 
.central ion by a double bond. In cont-rast to B(III), P(V) cloes not behave as an 
,oxygen acceptor, so that tetrahedrons with 4 bridging oxygens cannot be formed. 

The invariant points in the phase diagram of phosphate glasses Na2O-P2O5 [34] 
.and their compo�itions are listed in Tahle III. 

'
P

able III 

Invariant points in the system Na2O-P2O5 [129] 

I I Phase I I Na2O I P,Os 

I I P,Os
No. t °C I Np 

mole% Na,O 

l a-3 Na2O . P,Os c, 1 583 43.3 56,7 0.247 1.3 

2 a-3 Na2O . P2Os + MD 1 474 44.5 55.5 0.345 1.25 
�-3 Na2O . P2Os 

3 a-3 Na2O . P2O5 + E, 944 49.84 50.16 0.334 1.0 
2 Na,O. P2Os 

4 2 Na2O. P2Os c, 978 53.4 46.6 0.925 0.9 

5 2 Na,O . P,O5 + E2 546 63.3 36.7 0.297 
Na2O. P2Os 

6 Na,O. P2Os 03 588 69.6 38.4 0.274 

P2O5 is capable of forming chains with alkali metal oxides if the (O=PO3) 
tetrahedron contains at least 2 bridging oxygens. 

The glassiness boundary lies between 52-60 mole % Na2O, i.e. between compound 
,02 and eutectic E2 [35]. 

The volume characteristics V1 and RM increase continuously without any changes 
with increasing Na2O content (Fig. 5). 

Fanderlik and Paleček [36] found a change in certain properties in the region of 
.the ratio Na2O : P2O5 = 1 : 1. This boundary is explained by the authors by the 
mean numerical length of chains given by the Stevel's formula: 

(5) 

'lvhere 1/J is the ratio Na2O/P2Os. 
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The following values are obtairied for the three boundary binary compound�: 

Na2O . 2 P2Os 1P = 0.5 ři = 2 : -0.5 
Na2O . P2Os "P = 1 ři = oo 

2 Na2O . P2Os 1P = 2 ři = 2 

If Na2O decreases down to 1P = 1, the chain length increases up to a numerically 
infinite value at a ratio Na2O : P2O5 = 1 : 1. At a still lower Na2O content 
( o that 1P < 1) the chain length will cease to grow (n becomes a numerically nega
tive value), the formation of chains will reach a limit, the structure of phosphate
glasses will change and spatia.1 crosslinking will arise.

1,5 

V1,RM 
[cm3] 

1,0 

6,0 

5,5 

5,0 

4,5 

4,0 

20 40 50 60 • 
Nap[mol%] 

Fig. 5. 'l'he volume charasteristics V1 mul RM .in the system Na20-P205. 

The fact that has so far eluded attention is that in the region where chain-linking 
i consiclered to take place, an increase in Na2O content brings about a clecrease of 
thermal expansion coefficient similarly to the region of chain-linking in the 
-ystem Na2O-B2O3• In the region of assumecl cross-linking, a increases in both
�ystems with increasing Na2O content. The o::-anomaly described so far as a singular
ca e in the system Na2O-B2O3, holcls likewise for the Na2O-P2O5 glasses, as well
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as for invert glasses. In both systems it may be ascribed to the different "state" 
of oxygen in the chain-linked and cross-linked structure. 

The modulus of elasticity in tension decrea.ses with increasing Na20 content 
in the chain-linking region, increasing in the cross-linking one. Phosphate glasses 
differ from the borate ones in the inversion-type course of the modulus. 

Inversion is likewise exhibited by the course of transformation tempera ture lg. 

The points of changes in oc, lg ancl E do not coincicle (Fig. 6). 
The change of a does not lie precisely at the 1 : 1 ratio which corresponds by its 

position to eutectic E 1 , where '1/J is equal to unity, but is shiftecl somewhat higher, 
at '1/J = 1.2 to 1.3, i.e. closer to the compound 01 • 

lg 

[ocJ 1,0000 

270 

260 
lu 

39000 
250 

240 

230 
38000 

zzo 

210 

. 37000 

Fig. 6. Ghemical dependence oj the prope1·ties (Di, E, t
g
) in the syslem Na20-P205 (a.ccording to [35: 
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HI1CJIOPO,D;HbIE AHOMAJIHI1 OIHlCHbIX CTL'.:I{OJI 
LJACTh II 

1\-Iimorn BorycJiaB B0!1b1p 

C1..rio YHHOH, i.omf. npeďnp. Cme1,011,bnb1,ií aaao8 Jfaaa.riuep, Caaaaa 

B CIICT0Max Na20-MO-Si02 IIOJ1BJIII0TCfl peamtn aHOMamrn y XHMll'IeCI{Ofr t;TO�ÍIWCTJ! 
H no;w 11 m1c.110TaM. 3aMeHOM 01rncJIOB MO (riw iVI = Mg, Zn, Ca, Da, Pb; Al) aa Si02 11 cTe1rne
\" a,O . 4 Si02 Bb!Tfl}I{I{a pe3J{O IIOHHlHaeTCH, XHMH'IeCHaH CTOlII{OCTb YJIY'JIUaeTCH. 3a 
npe;i.enaMII TPHCHJIHI<aTa (Y = 3) x1nrn•iecRafl CTOiÍIWCTl, pearw yxyAilH10TCH. y C.T01{0,ll 
' J' > 3 Bh!Tmlm:a JJOHHJHaeTCH B peayJibTaTe 60JibIIIOH rrpo•JHOCTH XHMH'IeCl{Ol[ CBH311 
BXO;J.f!II(l!X :3JI0M0HTOB C HHCJIOpOJ�OM, Bem1<JHHa y = 3 flBJIH0TCH HH)J{lfl,[M npep;eJIOM rrpo-
• rpaHCTB0HHOro CTpy1nypnponamm. Y CT0HOJI C JT > 3 BLI3bJBaeT H<IM0H0HHe C0T'IaTOH 

rpyHTYPbl B mrneiíny10 CTPYHTYPY pea1we yxyJ.(rnenue XHM1.Piec1wfr cToii1wcTH H 11onb11.1Iemie 
BLITflifH(I{, 

Hnme npeneJia JT = 3, n.�e npe1{pau1aeTcfl o6paaoBamrn 11pocTpaHcTRennoi'1 cTpy1{Typu,
IlOHJ.rn<aeTCfl Tairn<e yAem,noe corrpOTl1BJieIUI0 rrpHBO).\HMhTX CT0T{O!J,

llnBepcllfl H0HOTOpb!X CBOiÍCTB HacTyrmeT Ta!m<e y IIHBepTHl,IX CTeTWJI C y < 2. Jtl1rnepT
BLIC CTeHJia OTml'IalOTCJl IWM611na11Hel1 HOHOB (Na, K-Ca, Ba) C H1131UIM COJ�epmaHJIOM
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cTpyHTypoo6paay10u1ero aJJeMeHTa._ Cyu1ecnrnmume cTeHOJI, y IWTOpb!x Si02 He o6paayeT
CI"JJ!OllIHOH perneTim, o6'bflCH/l0TC/l (a) aqicpel,TOM CMClllaHnr,1x· IIOHOB eci, (6) HHAYHl\HOHilÍ,[M
acJ,cpeI{TOM CTpy1nypoo6pa3yIOll.\HX 3JICM0HTOB, HOI'J.(U 3JI0MCH1' C Bb!COROH rrpo•JHOCT!,IQ CBIÍ311 
HHAYJ�npyeT yme rrp11 He60J]!,llIOM co1-wpmamm cnoeii cpeJ.(e Tal{OC IIOBL!lll.01H!C )\OJHI KOBa
JJCHT

0
HblX CBH30Ř C IU!CJJOpOJ],OM, 'ITO B031HJl{aCT npeAnOJIQ)I(CHJIC J.(JlH o6pa30B�HHH rrom!Mepa. 

I111nepc110HHl,[C H3M0HCHl1/l HCHOTO])hlX CBOl1CTB (o:, tang J, ri) 06'LHCH/llOTCH H3M0HCHIICM 
liOHHJ,IX CBfl3CH 1rncJIO])OAOB B IWBaJJCHTHT,!C CBll311, no HOTOpoMy HHBOpTHb!C CTCIOTa IIOXOiIOI 
na aHOMaJJHH 6opaTHL!X CTCl{OJI. 

B c11cTeMe Na20-Al,O,-Si02 H3MCHem1e cnoiicTn (d, 11n, E., Lang J) CBH3hrnaeTcH c 1-13-
MeHeHueM HOOpAHHal(J10HHOI'O •IHCJia AJ. 

y qioccpaTHLIX CTCHO.TT B CHCTCMe Na20-P20, 61,JJIII HaH/WHb! 1rnnepc1-IOHH1,IC 11:\MCl-!CHllfl 
BCHOTOpb!X CBOiÍCTB (o:, E, lg) OllHTb Ha pa3)\0JJC npocTpaHCTBCHHOi-i li JlHHCÍ1HOii CTPYHTYP 
110J.(0611oro xapa"Tepa, mm n n1y•rne óopaTHHx cTeIWJl. 

Puc. 1. Ha.-11CHeniie yBe/1,bHOW conpo11uwMIWH, a cucme.Iie Na20-Si02 npu .V= 3 [3], [4], [5]. 
Puc. 2. Xoa XU,lí,U'lCCh'Oii. 8061/CU.-\tOC/IUl cth"IIUlBlllfUOJ-1,1-1,0lt a1-1ep8llll 8/l,ťh'./IL]JOII-JJOB081-tocmu Ea 

(pac'liwwna. ita aej/,11.'lUH coaj/,ac1-1,o [3]) a cucme.�w Na20-Si02. 
Puc. 3. H,wepcun awn,q.�Ic1,11. i.ucJ1,omoií B cucme.11e Na20-BaO-Si02 [9]. 
Puc. 4. Xoa uaoifipa1,mb1 a mep1-wp1-toií cucme.1t.e Na20-Al,03-Si02. 
Puc. 5. 06'be.M11-b1e xa-pa1,mepItc11wh".u V, u RM a cucme .. ,ic Na20-P20,. 
Puc. 6. Xu.Hu.•tec1,an aaeuc 11.1wcmb cdoiícma (o:, E, lg) a cucme.-lie Na20-P205. (CoMa.CHO [35]). 

KYSLÍKOVÉ AN OMÁLIE OXIDOVÝCH SKEL. čAST II 

Miloš Bohuslav Volf 

Sklo UNION, k. p., Sklárny Kavalie1·, 285 06 Sázava 

I. V systémech Na2O-MO-SiO2 dochází k výrazné anomálii u chemické odolnosti k vodě 
a ke kyselinám. Vstupem oxidů MO (kde M = Mg, Zn, Ca, Ba, Pb; Al) místo SiO2 clo skla 
Na2O . 4 SiO2 výluh silně klesá a chemická odolnost se zlepšuje. Za hranicí trisilikátu (-Y = 3) 
se chemická odolnost strmě zhoršuje. U skel s Y > 3 výluh klesá v důsledku· velké vazebné 
pevnoi;;ti vstupujících prvků ke kyslíku. Hranice Y = 3 je spodní hranicí prostorového 
zesítění. U skel s. Y < 3 vede změna struktury zesítěné na zfotězenou k prudkému zhoršení 
chemické odolnosti a zvýšení výluhu. 

2. Podkročením hranice Y = 3, kde pfostává prostorové zesítění, klesá také měrný odpor 
uvedených skel. 

3, K inverzi některých vlastností dochází u invertních skel, s Y < 2. Invertní skla se 
vyznačují kombinací iontů (Na, K - Ca, Ba) a malým obsahem síťotvorného prvku. Existence 
skel, u nichž SiO2 netvoí-í souvislou síť, jo vysvětlována: 

(a) efektem smíšených iontú oci, (b) indukčním efektem síťotvorných prvků, kdy prvek
s vysokou vazebnou pevností indukuje již při malém množství svému okolí takové zvýšení 
podílu kovalentních vazeb s kyslíkem, že se vytváří předpoklad pro tvorbu polymeru. 

Inverzní změny některých vlastností (o:, tang c5, ri) jsou vykládány změnou iontových 
vazeb kyslíků na vazby kovalentní, kterou se podobají invertní skla anomáliím boritanových 
skel. 

4. V systému Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 je změna vlastností (d,nn, Ea, tangc5) uváděna ve
spojitost se změnoq koordinačního čísla Al. 

5. U fosforečnanových skel v systému Na2O-P2O5 byly nalezeny inverzní změny některých
vlastností (o:, E, tg) opět na hranici mezi strukturou zesítěnou a zfotězenou podobné povahy 
jako u skel boritanových. 

Obr. 1. Změna měrného odporu v systému Na2O-SiO2 při Y = 3 [3], [4], [5]. 
Obr. 2. Pr·úbéh chemické závislosti aktivační energie elektrické vodivosti Ea (počítáno z hodnot podle 

[3]) v systému Na2O-SiO2. 
Obr. 3. Inverze výluhu kyselinou v B'IJStému Na2O-BaO-SiO2 [9]. 
Obr. 4. Prúběh izofrakty v ternárním B'IJStému Na2O-AI,O3-SiO2. 
Obr. 5. Objemové charakteristiky V1 a RM v systému Na2O-P2O5 . 
Obr. 6. Chemická závislost vla.'ltností (o:, E, tg) v systému Na2O-P2O5 (podle [35]). 
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